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ABSTRACT

By suRvEyING fo YEARS OF UFo LITERATURE AND STUDYING 100 AUSIRIAN UFo REPORTS
IN tHE fltELD, LUIS SCHONHmR AND ERNST BERGER HAVE FOUND A I'DARK SIDE" IN UFO

EXPERIENCES. IN fHIS pApER, THE LATTER SHOWS HOW PSYCHOSOCIAL INI-IUENCES CAN
BE TRACED ]N PUBLISHED, OLD CASES AND STUDIED EXPERIMNNTALLY BY MEANS OF
IIDARK
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY IN RECENT EVENTS. DATXCTION OF THE
SIDE'' SHOULD RESULT IN A NEW, I,\ITTNESS-CENTERID INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUE
PARTICULARLY TCIR I'CLOSE ENCOUNTERS'' AND IN A DIFFERENT SCIENTIFIC ATTITIIDE
TOWARDS THE WHOLE UIO PHENOMENOLOGY. A REVIEW OF PAPERS INCLUDING 'IDARK SIDEII
VTEWPOINTS IS GIVEN. THE MATERIAL BROUGHT UP BY TIIE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LENDS
CREDIT TO TIE AUTHORIS OPINION THAT THE UFO PROBLEM IS PRIMARILY LINKED TO THE
ItHUIvtAN SELF-PORTRAIT" OF OUR TIME, I.E. THE DEGREE 0F SCIENTIFICALLY-BASED
AWARENESS TI{E UIO RESEARCHER HAS OF HIIVISELF AND OF TTIE WITNESS. IT IS
HYPOTHESIZID THAT PROGRESS IN THE PSYCHOSOCIAL DISCIPLINES WILI GRADUALLY
BRIGHTEN THE ''DARK SIDE'' OF THE UIO AND SUBSTITUTE THE CRUDE, SPIRITISTIC
APPROACH.
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Hallucinationsl mirror-effect; parapsychology; psychologicalr/psychiatric
resul-ts; spiritistic views, subconscious material; UIO experiencel visions.l
witness-centered investigation.
INTRODUCTION

t'They are very much aware of the fact that
the ansvrer to many of these questions
that they ask must transcend the
information thatts at hand. For if the
information at hand were such that they
would knov'r the answer, they would not
ask the question. So theY are on the
frontier, my friend, and it is a Point
of challenge" (2)

f'In the meantime, we must satisfY
ourselves by studying UFO reports, not

UFOs. Reports are made by people and
people are often mistaken about what
they observ€o... The witnesses I
interviewed could have been lyingt
could have been insane, or could have
hallucinating collectively - but I not
think so" (18)

is simply this: what level of
objective realityrr? (fB).
puzzl-e over

realizes 'rMy experience with UFOs
secondhand, observed entirely through
the eyes of others" (t7). If you ask a
Police i-nvestigator vrhich way he looks
at case reports he vril-l respond ItI first
use my eyes to study the reporter. I will

HYNEK

is

refuse to accept reports of people without
thattr. The rrPolice approachrr , contrary
to the rrat face val-ue approach't of UFO
studies, yields tr,vo levels of rea.lity the psychosocj.al redtity of the reporter
which can be checked after the incident
and the subjective reality of the
witnessed incident. The l-atter roots in
the psychosocia] context and is shaped by it.
MATERIAL AND }fiTHODS

Ttre basic question of UtrO investigations
is SCHONHERRTs rtquestion of realityr' (lf ).
WilI it ever be possible to document the
transitory phenomenon with instrumentation rrin the right place at that right
timerr? Many details about UtrD witnesses
rrlend a subjective reality to their UfO
experiencerr, but rrthe question we must

Over IOO Austrian field investigations
including two so-caLled rrlocal flaptr
studies done in the traditional,
phenomenologically-orientated way (5) have
Ieft us with the impression that the
standard investigation procedure is far
from what is desirable. GRATTAN-GUINMSS is
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right with his complaint: rrMuch
j nformation may be being lost because

explanations have run without resuLt,
attention is fu1l on the witness(es):

our

ufologi-sts are not asking UFO witnesses
relevant questions, or carrying out
On May 29 L977, at OOJO CET, a rad:.o
appropriate procedures... the interview
mechanic apprentice lying in bed cf j:is
of witnesses is regarded only as a search home at Lower Austria, with T!' set off
for information and opinions: no attempt after a local blackout
ZjjO vas startled
is rnade to recreate the possible psychic to see a lO centj-metersatbig
"hcllou globerr
state of mind of the witnesstr (11). IZZO made up of rrred barsil i.ndoors.
fne
has articulated the same point in his
witness
suspecting
ju::rpec
a
fire
out of
rrState of Art'r tor L977:, trVery few
bed and hit the shape with leg. ft diromed
students, however, ponder over the
gradually rrinto nothing". The traciitional
respective wei-ght of roles played by the
investigation gave site measu:"enents, no
percipient and the perceived... the
traces and details of the blackout (it
bearer of our information, the true
lasted until 2346). A witness-centered
independent variable in the UtrO problern,
investigation in a Vienna psycb.iatry lab
the wi.tness, did not arouse a similar
involved psychological tests and an
attention (than the perceived thing electronencephalogram. ft showed a nornal
E.B.). The UFO is generally a source of intelligence, but a tendency to hi_ce
profit whereas the perci_pient is notil.
paranoid ideas. The EEG record.ed with a
(rg)
1.5 channel polygraph was at the bord.er of
the norm. We cannot be sure the case
l{itness-centered investigation
happened as the witness claims it did, but
it was no simple psychotic product (IZ).
Both for European and Australian cases
(t,6,t5,24) ttre percentage of single
A similar investigation on an
close
witness events ],ies close to jTl or even encounter north-east of Viennaa11eged.
used a full
higher. HYNEK suggested to rate a single clinical examination of the witness in the
vritneBs event automatically lower than
same 1ab in December 1979. EEG, CfF and
a two or muJ-tip1e witness event. (LT).
test results as well as a psychiatric
It is a valid idea to try to get several exploration desintegrated the homogenous
independent observation reports and
picture of the case and wiII be publiehed
compare them. However, as BLAKE has
in rAustrian Abstractsil.
pointed out, this is not possible
because trunless a multiple witness
RESULTS
sighting involves independent
f'Mankind is not disturbed by
witnesses it is a social- situation ...
things but by
The fact that most multiple witness sigh- the way it looks at thingsil, says EpfKfET.
tings (about 97?[, - E.B.) are social
Compared to technical aspects, the
situations deserves as much attention
psychosocial dimension of UtrO phenomena has
as the contents of the reporttr (9).
received only marginal interest untiL LgT?.
lrJhereas few observation conditions
are not social situations, every field
A summary of results is given by SpRlllff,f (16):
investigations are. With a wealth of
who study UtrOs show personal integrity;
lg9pf"
interesting examples WATZLAWICK, palo
UFO landing witnesses conpared with the rest
AIto, illustrates the dependency of
of the US population do not show deviations
what we call rrrealitytr on human
in age, sex, occupation and activity;
communication (42). His book should be
psychiatric case studies by SCIIWARZ did not
must reading for U!0 investigating
trace psychopathological reactions (33) and
scientists.
the latter claimed that no UtrO-induced
paranoia has been observed in clinical
To neglect the psychosocial dimension
psychiatry |J4). On the other hand, WALKIR
of the reports and concentrate on UfO
presented a case study of a UFO alcoholic
phenomenology alone leads out onto thin
hallucination in the 1968 US Congress
ice (Figure 1). Thus, we mod.ified our
Hearings with a detailed routine for medical,
field investigation procedures towards
neurophtalmologic, neurologic and psychiatric
witness-centered investigation. After
witness examinations(4o). In IgTO-l
the routine checks on conventional
SCHdNHffiR speculated about hallucinatory
f
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e:l.ements: trHallucinations are a side
effect caused by the conditions (force
field) in the vicinity of the UFO ... in
such a way that subconscious or
unconscious inages may reach the centre
of perception, and become indisting-

uishable from a real experiencetr 3O)

of paranoi.d episodes involving UfO
researchers have been published in book
form (BENDER, KnEL). onry in L)J),
Hans Bender, Western Germanyrs leading
parapsychologist, remarked that rt... the
Cases

similarities
to controversial paranormal appearances,
especially to the physical ones, i.e.
the poltergeist. One is tempted to
speak of a spook in the sky ...t' (4)

UtrO phenomena show some

if we suppose the UtrO as an object
did not show up in TSCHWARZT material
contrary to the fundamental work of JUNG
(eO), the inabitity of the former author

Even

to recognize psychopathological

phenomena

something else.
Polygraph examinations and hypnotic
regressions have been applied to CE III
witnesses and yielded strong emotional
riisturbances associated with the report
and an equally strong belief of the
witnesses in the reality of what they
saw. According to JASpERS, high subjective
evidence for its reality is a constitutional
factor for hall-ucinations. Internal
consistency of a report or a series of
reports is no criterium for its objective
reality, i.e. bei_ng not delusional , in
psychiatry. rrHearing., sight, touch, sme1l everyone of those senses furnished me with
false data for my reasoning", a healed
paranoian is quoted by THALI4AR G?). Or,
as ARNOLD expressed it: ill'Je can only
understand the problem of hallucinations
when we realize that the Inormalrobjectiver
world has the sane subjective perceptive
value as the halluci_nated, for both are
equal psychic appearanc€s . o .t, (j).

highty similar to UFO details and. effects,
and vice versa, is strikingr €.g. RAYNES
LAV/SONts hyrrnotic sessions with ilimaginary
and FICKETT write on the Trip Pond, Maine, abducteestt (21) have revealed that the
case: 1r... on several occasions saw what
singularly shallow character of the rrreal
appeared to be white snow flakes coning
abductionfr narratives, similar to banalities
down around them and overhead black
cubes and spheres flying in the direction
of the pond, while silver spheres
whizzed in all di-rections. W alone

encountered in spiritistic ilrnessagesil may
be reproduced easily by using the high
degree of suggestibility present during
hypnotic trance to ttsynthesizeil a CE III.
witnessed a red face-1ike outline as well The unconscious is not the factual reporter
as what looked like the beak of a giant
technically trained people hope it could be.
bird that flew across the sky and dived
LA IOIIRXTTE gives a cynical, but true
into the pond. 0n the night of October
picture of trdemonstr rrunearthedil in hypnosis:
rrWho has committed the
27, P was watching television in the
crime does not have
living room of Mrs Wrs home when he saw
claws nor a tail nor horns and need not
a black cube-shaped object rtumblingr
come from hell. Shou1d I add especially
in the air. It seemed to disappear
that the victim is always the hypnotized.
through a waI1. A few minutes later
and the devil the hypnotist?il (ZZ). It
what looked like rgolden wiresl
seens this 1894 contr:ibution was forgotten
appeared over the television set...rr
later on, unfortunately, HAINES, author
Wires, cubes, spheres, snowflakes are
of two outstanding psychological books on
classical elementary hallucinations of
UIOs (r4,I5) has developed a special UFO
the sense of sight. SCHWARZ, in his
drawing procedure and found upon its
comment on the caset asks: ItWas this
application rrthat there are not any readily
reality, or hallucination?|, (35).
discernable differences between the eyewitnesses and the non eyewitnesses UFO
Under the psychiatric viewpoint, the
drawing... This does not prove that the two
classification of rrstrangenesst' (12)
participants groups come from the same
loses it scientific value. Hallucinative population sample or that aII UFO witnesses
pictures like the Trip Ond affair rate
may be nerely portrayingtt (1J)' but, as
high on the rrstrangenesstf scale per
everybody knowsf rthow UtrOs took likeil, it is
definition, since they are vivid intraimpossible to separate fact from imagination
psychic pictures, united to Iogic.
in the investigative process without
Ilowever, the"question of realityt' is
information on the mental state and
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attitudes of the drawing person. RfFAT
presents an rrinduced dream hypothesisrt
for CE fII witness reports (25). By
interfering with the wi-tnessesr brain
an trl"SD-like experiencett is induced,
producing the bizarre elements reported
by the person..involved. Experimental
studies of KIU1IER and SIEGEL found
similar hallucinated shapes for different

symbolic material- but a_st itr:rS :::?::ve
giving rise to proble:.:_::::::-= :-,I'inspirationrr and that ::-e :-tt tnr. r€rceptive rrrecognitiontr ci :e:: ?----. ^ . e.
technical, Gestalt feat::es _s :-:
conscious process itsel i, as :s see:: j_a
lab experiments and by ti--e :s;-::-::a:iclogy
of recognition, e.g. the ":d ,.i -,-;".

exogenic reactions, including

electric
stimulation of the brain: Bars, fili-

SEARGENT

DISCUSSION

messages.

comments on

the !s.;3-_: ?-:ects

of UFO sightings (ZZ) Uy qu::::.g I:?-RELL
granes, honeycombs, chess boards, spider
that rrvisible apparitions beia.;e as a
webs, tunnels, funnels, corridors, cones, rule ... with regard to the
-:g::::-g of
vessels and spirals with intensive
the scene, the distance of t::e te:::ci-ent ,
colours and symmetrical- arrangements (f9). ancl the presence of interveni.--A:i-.ects,
Bars, cones, spirals and other symmetric exactly as any material perscr: ;::i_j ao" (J8)
forms with rrpsychedelic col_oursrr were
Thi-s corresponds to one type ci ::::.cal_
reported by a Graz, Austria, rrlocal flaprt hallucinations. SEARGENT links';..1i DUSENTs
witness to us.
work about hallucinations to VAi.IjI's
rrMagonj-arr
BESSLER

has pointed out the typical
of 'rphantom shipsrr: rrNearly

appearance

always ... phantom ships are seen
suddenly and at ful-] size, apparently
approaching from the vicinity and
disappearing equal suddenly after a few
seconds, scarcely minutes without

... Their manoeuvres
of physics ... like a
picture with wrong perspective ... In
rel-ation to its presumable distance it
is much too large and even if every
detail, every yard, is visible, it appears
flat, picture-like and unspatial ..."(B).
moving away

challenge alll-aws

world. and especially '-c cc::tactee

The authorrs contacts with several national
groups have shown a rising tendency to see
UFOs as sometiing psychic, parapsychol_ogical,
and dissatisfaction with physical hypotheses.
SPRINKLE

puts it the following way:

r'However,

the paradox of UFO evidence suggests that UFO
investigators may continue to be frustrated
in their atternpts to rprovet the existence

of flying saucers ...rr (36).
rrprogrammed

phrases 1ike
non-evidencerr, rrTrojan Horserr or
rrdeliberate deception by trans-spatial
creaturesrt are symbolic for despair and
frrustration over the nhenomenologically-basec
odyssey.

Similar effects have been noticed in ghost BRAND-SCHNEIDER of MUION-CES gave detaits
apparitions on land. Abnormally large
on a Rorschach test and a rrhypnotic
objects and UfO close encounter scenes
regressionrr done with one of the two
are also candidates.
witnesses of a CE III at Langenargen,

fn a speculative article GUERIN has
stated fl-atly rrPsychiatry, which knows

nothing whatsoever about the symptomatology of Uf0s ...tt (12). He is a
physicist and, it seems, knows little

psychiatry. Quoting
that I'the description of UtrOs

whatsoever about

WALTER

donrt obey the laws which psychoanalysis
has proposed to cover rnaterial produced
from the unconscious ... but (ttre UfOs)
display a very large number of purely
physical _features of no great symbolical
importanceil. GUERIN overlooks the facts
that theunconscious is unfortunately for

the technician - not limited to
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produci.ng

Bavaria. Neurotic problems and an observation
trauma were indicated. fhe hypnotic session
details were rated hallucinatory by MUION-CES
after consultation of a psychiatrist.
Structural features of the "beings"
correspond with the frog Kermit of the
popular t'Muppets Showrr on TV. SCHNEIDER
compiled a number of contributions about
effects of electromagnetic fields on the
brain and hallucinatory components in UtrO
reports. Cases are reviewed under headings

I'hypnagogic imageryrr, rril_Iusional hallucinationsrr etc (2j). Classification should be
reserved to cases where a psychiatric
exploration and/or tests are availabl-e. For
instance, negative effects on mood and

THE DARK SIDE OF TT{E UI'OI ERNST BERGFN

vegetative functions wil-l be observed by One must not forget the discovery of IREUD
amateur investigators, but a hypomanic
that it is material of the subconscious
state is likely to be rated rrgood healthil or repressed to the unconscious which rvill
As a first guess in field investigations
have the greatest pathological infl_uence,
we reconmend to ask rel-atives not
in our case as hallucination sti.mulator and
involved in the UFO sighting whether the modul-ator, Therefore one cannot expect
mental state of the witness has shown any that this sort of clata will reveal itself
alteratj.ons before, during and after the automatically in technical case studies.
UtrO experience. Nevertheless, the best
Consequently there are rather ferv cases
thing to do in trstrangerrr cases would be in the older lite literature where the
a fuII psychiatric exploration.
hallucinatory stimulus is manifest.
SCHONHERR quotes sone of then in his recent
The rrMirror effectrl
contribution to UPIAR (lZ). In the following,
a few Austrian exanples of the ilmirror effectrl
The presence of hall-ucinatory cornponents
are given:

in

many UFO experiences

is

suggested by

a number of circumstances. Mythological
UtrO hypotheses have tried to integrate
aberrant details on the ground of a
superior intelligence, a rrdeus ex
machinart rnaking everything possible.
This has l-ed into a 'rcircul-us vitiogustl

away from scientific methodology.
Behavioral scientists have demonstrated
now that they can study the I'dark sidetr
of the UFO with their tools. Although
physical trace cases and other data,
such as radar returns, furnish us with
a physical, objective component, the
anecdotical material of the witness
reports is responsible for the social
impact of the Utr0 theme. What can be
done with the old reports where psychosocial data are missing or spurious?
Ttre author has hypothesized together
with SCHONHERR that psychic elements,
thoughts, wishes, experiences and models
of the witness as well as shapes of his
everyday surroundings existi.ng in his
memory before the encounter may flow
into the UFO experi-ence to form parts of
the phenomenal details. We called this

rrthe

mirror effectrr. It is confirmed
by the |tartificial UFOrr experiments of

LAwsoN (21) ana HAINE"S (fl).sCnaf,LENBERG
has shown similar processes in a 2oth

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER

rg55

Mr W of Vienna

writes he encountered a landed
object near Arbesthal, Lower Austria, while
driving through the woods on his motorcycle.
He noticed a ramp and door and drove rigtrt
inside at fu1l speed. Inside he talked with
J or 6 rroccupants'r, giving then a detailed
description of social problems on earth and
The witness

they could be changed. ilThe answer of
that I ... had to
be the leader in such an action whereby they
broke out in tears when I disputed with
them too violentlyrr. In his report Mr W
gives a short curriculum and indicates he
had problems under the Nazi regime, was not
employed after the war, and still feels
being persecuted by Naz-i agents(4I).
how

my discussion partners was

It is interesting to notice that the
central problem of his life, social isolation
and paranoid political j_deas, re-shaped into
a glorious role in his alleged encounter.
The report was rated a delusional product of
an abnormal personality by our psychiatric

expert.

JANUARY

1975 Josef

P

At Traunstein, Lower Austria, and old man
described a number of |tsky clocksr. He
saw then as enormous objects with multithe cultural-rnythological dependence of
coloured clockhands appearing and dishallucinatory material a case published
appearing in the sky at dusk from his front
by SEITZ can be of interest: A member of porch, After sone time we heard of his
the Brazilian Waika indians who had been heavy drinking and of rtghoslrt observations
baptised and schooled by missionars took he had made in his room. Observing the
part in drug rites of his tribe to contact rising Jupiter with him he did not see a
the rrhaeculirr, ghosts of treir ancestors. point of light but a rrclockrr plus Itumbrellatt
Instead of rrhaeculitr he saw the angels of and"a worker with a broomrr on top of his
his Christian education (29).
alcoholic hallucinosis. A pensioned
Century case study on European religious
visions and their witnesses (28). On
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sacristan , r,rj-th the church tor,,.e:r ar:rl i.t s
c,Lock"hanrJs i r:i hi-s f ie l d of rri.s: ol [rorrr
the porch, he haC describeC the nheno*
ner:ars clockharrrls j-n positions telling

,;f the recorts by our soctety ts a j::.::_::_
of cu.l ture and technotog;i. fhe exts: -:-=- :a:l
between culture and tech:lo,cg;,' :.?s :::'.': -:::
a parador sj-tuation: Bi-zar:'e IFC re::::s
the correct ti me of his crbservatiorLs (5 ) . are refused by scientific au::l::::es. a':-?
opini on l.earjers of technol.&u', 'o-i: a:e
JULY I I 197q lilr's
simu}taneousJ-y accepted by nar;;'ce:a:se
they anpeal to unconscious nee j.s. i,:-_.- 15
Alr old J-acly renorteC 'rSkylabil j-n a 1it-up this possibl.e? We knovr, or rat:-er a
c-Louc ano " f our brigh'b balls moving past " technical elite on vrhich we rei;; /,:-:i.s a
to the south-vrest of Prebbaum, l,or,ver Aus- va::iety of physica] theories ar-d :ie::
tria, at O1OO CIIT. She had been wa)<ing
practi.cal applications. Although --:.e;:
un at this earl-v ti.rne (suclrlen r^rake-up
have helped to make (mostly wesr,e: r) -:ie
betrveen OO anrj 06 CillT .i s a tyni.ca1,
more easy, the physical approach car--:l:
Austrian pat,tern). The central object
solve central human problems. With a
harl t.he dark sh:lne rr I rrSkylabrr and a
rising .standard of living dissatisfactic:huge s:i.,re. The case occurred fer,,' cJays
in this technical 'rinabil-ityrr resul--,s
before the exnected crash of Skylab
condensing into anti-scientific,
occul:
parts and the shape '.,'as in all paper media rnovements. V/hat paral.yses 'rutrOl ogy" ts
r,vith strr:n6;, negative emotions. At O]OO
nothing more than the old conf.l.ict
irr the rnorrring, the moon was behind a
spiritism versus animism encountereC i::
parapsychology long ago which has no
brokerL cl-ouci cover in the regi-on of
I'Skyl.ab". TwiJ-igirt anri nental state r,vere scientific solution. Belief in a superidea] for an illusion rn'idening into
natural j-ntelligence canrrot be "proveci!! or.
rrdisprovedrr in terms of modern sci-ence,
hal-]ucinatcry detaiJ-s.
which is based on a different paraiig:.
To say it polemical, it seems to us thar
Another indicaticrn for the existence of
the rrmiruor effect'r is the rrrecognizingtr
the rrnew age of darknessrr, the trnew
of certain object fleatures by the witness regression in human thought" UFO spir.itists
in course of a second observation in a
like COLEMAN, CLARK, GIJERIN, KEEL, MICHEi.
differerrt place. A witnes.s watching
VALLEE and others fear from UfO manipulati.on
three red, overl.apping globes associated on our world is rather a projection of
v"rith a deep roaring sound from her
their own fearful way of thinking into our
Hollabrunn home in August l-972 remarkeC
restless reality. To get into a trne\^r dark age'l
in our L9'/5 investi-gation she had seen
we need no ilUf0 intell_igencerr. Our own
rrprecisely the sarne objectrr again near
I'intelligencerr is enough for the purpose.
Giissing, Burgenl-and., in February L973.
The I97? sound had been the same as with
We, human beings vrith unconscious feelings
an earthquake she v,'jbressed at Neukirchen
and wi.shes, are the dark side of the UF!
in April- 7.97?. The connecting line
mystery, The more we learn about ourselves
betvreen two alleged observations of this
we will realize about the true meaning of
kind is not the surroundings or the
what goesonunder the terminus UF!.
phenomenon, but the r,vitness.
IvI

For higher than average intelligent
witnesses, the field investigator should
ask about structured objects: r"',,Ihat did
the thing resemble for you? Can it be
that you have seen this shape before?
Does this shape or its resemblance have
a special, even absurd, meaning or an
ernotional importance for you? Vlhy?rl
fhe questions should be asked at the end
of the irrvestigation, after the technical
pa.rt.
UFO

reports are dependent on psychovariables. Acceptance or refusal

social-
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CURVED AND 'ROPE-LADDER'
Geoffrey

FaIIa* tHighcliffer,

Avenue Beauvais,

LIGHT

BEAMS

Vi-IIe au roi, St Peter Po:-t, Gl.iRi;ST.

T}IE PHENOMENON OF SOLID OR COHERENT LIGHT IS NOW WEI,L ESTABLISHM IN UFCI
LITERATURE. THE BEAMS DESCRIBED BY EYEI'/ITNESSES ARE CHARACTERIZED AS TUtsES
OF LIGHT, SOMETTIqES COMPARED WITH A NECNTUBE, PROPAGATING SLOWLY AND OFTE}i
PRESENTI}IG A TRUNCATI]D APPEARANCE. TTIE BEAMS HAVE BEEN REPORTD AS CASTING
NO SHADOI/ APPEARING TO 'PASS THROUGH' SOLID OBJECTS. SEVERAL CASES HAVE NO*
'
B!]I]N NOTED IN VJHICH THE BEAM IS DESCRIBED AS UNROLLING 'LIKE A ROPE LADDER' CR
ROPE BEING UNCOILED. T}IIS PARTICULAR }-I]ATURE NOW APPEARS TO P.RESENT A DISSINCI
VARIATION OF THE TYPE AND I,.IORTHY OF SO}M CLOSER ATTENTION. TTIE FOLI.OWING CASES
INCI,IIDE SEVJIRAL ]N \{HICH VARIOUS CURVFD LIGHT BEA}4S HAVE ALSO BEEN DESCRIBED.
IT IS POSSIBLE, IN CO}{CLUSION, TO CONSIDER HOW THE PHENOMENA DESCR]BED AS
CURVtr) AND ROPE LADDER LIGHT BEAMS MAY HAVE A COM}4ON ORIGIN.
I

q56

SEPTiU'{BER

-

SERDON,

LOIRET,

FRANCE

After tire car engi.ne had stoppeC for no
a.;:parent reason, the driver anci r;assenger
noticed a round nebulous object in the sky.
'Ihe object uras dark, stationary and rnade
n'; sourd. A light appeareC from the
object after about five ninutes. The
light 'came dov;n quite slowly, not
straight dor'ln like the bearn of a
projector: but unrolleci }ike a rope
Iadcier - liice a rope being uncoileCr.
TLre tvro v;itnesses, vrho had got out of the
car as soon as the engine hacj. failed,
nr-lted that everything illuminated by
the beam had its colours changed. A
fiel.ci of rnai..l;e nearby turned a harsh
blue colour. A hand of orre of the
witnesses turned a lemon yellow colour
as il was caught by the beam, and a
sli-ght tingling sensation was felt.
After a vrhile the object rose vertically,
performed a right angled turn and
vanj.shed silently i-n the directj-on of
J,es Bo::des, a village on the River Loire.
ft later becarne knovrn that a dairyman at
Les Br:rdes had repcrted a similar
exnerience and that his vehicl-e had also
benn immobj.lizecl. (f )
1955

SEPTEMB]IR

-

COL

DIASPIN,

FRANCE

to send a rsl.o',v flash
of lightningt tc the ground. As clescribed
by the v,'itnesses,, 'r during a couple of
seconds nothinglappened, then to our
great consternaticlrr out of this light
came a vrhite, threadlike tight, :'.ig:iag shaped. with sharo angles v,'hj-ch slowly
Two UFOs t/ere seen

48

started falling verticaLly downward
like a rope ladder being unrol-led
from a rooftr. (Z)
1957

AUGUST

2g

-

OKA,

CANADA

of rsolide Iight I came out of
the top of the UFO and rose slowly
to a height of about tweleve metres,
after which it started to spread out
and faIl down creating a transparent
A bean

bell-shaped rwaIIr around the object.
VIhere the wall hit the ground it cut
out a luminous circular re65ion with a
diameter of about eighty metres. The
witness compared the phenomenon to a
flui-d curtain surrounding a fountain. (l)
T97O JANUARY

1-

VANCOUVER, CANADA

object emitted a curved
not in
one pi-ece, but chopped. The witness
stated rrlt was a beam of light similar
to a very thin neon tube and it
consisted of pieces, like the dashes
and dots of the Morse code. It came
down fol-lovring a curve and then, in a
An anomalous

beam downwards. The beam was

flash, it completely

1971

OCTOBER

JO

.

disappearedtt.(4)

TOCOPILLA

,

CHILE

light

beam - rrsuddenly a
Iight beam came out of the craft this light beam was curved., somewhat

A curved

like a jet of vrater coming out
garden ho,set'. (5)

of

a

cuRvED AND 'ROPE-LADDERT LIGHT BEAMS/GEOFFRSy FALL.A

1972 JVLY
NEAR

4

22.45

ELLEZELLES,

RENAIX, BELGIUM

A young farmer was in a field adjoining
his farm when he noticed brief projections
of bluish light beams coming from a
stationary lurninous tcloud.r. The beams
of light, which were in the shape of arcs
of a circle, came down to the ground at
three points disposed in a circl-e around
him. A further strange feature noted was

that the

beams became wider untiL about
one metre from the ground when they
shrank in volume, only touching the ground
with a very reduced point of light. The

0n November L7 at about IBOO a
simil-ar phenomenon li/as observed again.
a total of nine persons saw the object
which varied in size and colours as it
emitted a pattern of curved light bearns
rg77

t4AY

21 224'

. e)

POOLE, DORSET

A number of witnesses observed an

unidentified aerial phenomenon. One of
the vritnesses noticed several rdancing
discsr in the sky, then saw a silvery_grey
di-sc shaped object r^rhich appeared

suddenly behind cIoud. The object,
stightly larger than a full moon, later

then withdrew again into the sky and became an orange colour anci had two
a reversed process was observed. The
antenna - Iike protrusions on the top.
phenomenon was repeated a number of times
These antennae, which may have been short
for about half a minute anC was confirmed beams of li"ght, vanished vrhen from
the
by a neighbour some distance away.
centre underside of the object a whitish
beam of light appeared and. extended
Other sightings of unidentified luminous
swiftly to the ground, the end of the bean;
objects were reported from widespread
being plainly visible during its transit.
areas of Belgium during the same evening.
After a few seconds the beam rswitched off.f.
(5)
The object performed a banking manoeuvre
and ped away. No sounds were heard.
beams

T973 OCTOBER 29 OO.fO TRAUNSTEIN, AUSTRIA

a clear night a yellow-orange globe of
Iight wi-th fuzz,y edges was seen stationary
in the sky. Two beams of curved light viere
seen to emerge, slowly projected upwards
fron the main body of the object. fhe
two witnesses likened the appearance to
a pair of snail feelers. The beams,
which were also yelIow-orange in colour,
rcrept up slowlyt before bending outwards
high up. The beans then stopped moving,
the tips turned a faint green colour and
as a green mist fe1l sideways the beams
disappeared. After about five second.s
the process wa6 repeated. The rfeeLerst
were clear and well defined, while short
beams were also noted projecting downwards from the bottom of the object.
On

At

O2OO a disc-shaped object was seen,
enveloped in a diffuse yellowish Iight.
Ttre object appeared to have a domed
structure on its upper surface and from
this two rfeelersr of curved Ij-ght were
emitted, the tips again becomi-ng green
before vanishing. Several- other
unidentified objects were observed. in

the vicinity of this object.

Two

other witnesses were returning

home

at about 2J1O when a beam of intense
silvery-vrhite J-ight struck the bonnet
of the car. The beam came from a
brilliant hemisperical source. One of the
witnesses described how a rholefhad seemed
to appear in the sky from which the beam
of light fell- to the ground. This was
likened to the appearance of a carpet or

rope ladder rapicily extendi-ng downward,
and appeared to emanate from a flat disc
rlike the bottom of a metal cupr. Both
witnesses agreed that the beam appeared
to be about two feet in wi-dth with very
clear cut edges. It seemed to tcut throught
the terrain obliterating everything in its
path yet illuminati-ng nothing. Ttre end

of the beam was clearly visible
circular. (8)

was

1981 JUNE

15

22.45

ancl

this

RAWTENSTALL, LANCS

Four separate groups of witnesses observed
an object traversing the Rossendal-e Valtey.
Two of the witn.esses, riear a dry ski-s1opl,
described the object which came st::aight
towards them as a golCen oval shape wi"th
two white lights on the underside. Ite

4g

CIIRVID AND 'ROPE-LADDER' LIGHT BEA},IS/
GEOFFREY FAT,LA

object dropped a rladderr into woods by
the slope - a streamer of light that
unfolded. The main object changed course
to head south down the valley before it
vanished after two minutes. (g)

rg8r

OoTOBER

reports described as solide Iight beam
phenomena. No doubt other cases of
this type remain to be discovered.
REI'EREI\ICE,S

25 o5.45 KETGHLEY, yoRKsHrRE (1)

objects described as rplanked shapedt
with a bright light at the top of each,
were seen low in the sky. The witness
rvatched the objects for between a quarter
and half an hour until they started to
fcloud over? and curl up on themselves
rlike hedgehogs rolling up into a ball-r.
This process was quite slow, leaving the
two balls of light still remaining. The
objects faded out wi-th the approach of
Two

daylight.

(10)

Several- of these cases draw a direct
comparison between the phenomenon
observed and the appearance of a rope
Iadder unrolling, the remainder

describing various curved beams. It
has been suggested that a curved }ight
beam is better understood if the iight
emitting process is envisaged as bei_ng
present at all. points along the beam,
rather than produced from a particular
source j-n the usual way. Theoretical
explanations of the process include
that by li'rench researcher Jean Goupil ,
suggesting that the tubes of light are
torodial discharges of a magnetic
field. (lf) Such a beam could
r:econstitute itself on the other
side of a solid object, thereby
giving the described appearance of

fight penetration. Interactions of

modulated electromagnetic wave could
produce the observed effects.

It is

Jan Heering. UFO Phenomena Int. Annual
Review, (uptln) VoI II, No I, I9??.
Editecs, Bologna, ITALY. Lumieres dans

la Nuit

(LDLN)

II, 9j, p 12.

3)

Jan Heering, UPIAR. phenomenes
Spatiaux, f958, tB, pp l2-I4.

(4)

Jan Heering, UpIAR. phenomenes
Spatiaux, L97L, ZZ,, pp T-9.

(:) Jan Heering, UPIAR.

phenomenes

Spatiaux, I97L, JO, pp 23-26.

(5)

Journal, Vol 5, No I, p 5.
Histories 15, pp I-!.
Inforespace (tg7z) 5, pp t5_18.

BUFORA

FSR Case

(Z)
(B)
(g)

Jan Heering, UpfAR. FSR Vol 20, No 2,
pp 12-18.
FSR

vor 2],

No

4, pp 3-6.

Jenny Randles, Northern Utr0
No BZ.

(tO) Jenny Randles, Northern

News

UtrD News

No 91'

a

hoped that the descriptions of
curved and rrope ladderr light beams
and associated effects may help in the
understanding of the wider category of

5o

(Z)

Borret. The Crack in the
Universe, Nevilb Spearman Ltd. (Original
French title: La Nouvelle Vague des
Soucoupes Volantes, Editions FranceEmnire, Paris, l-9T4).
Jean-Claude

(tt)

.lean Goupil, L'Hypothese du champ
magnetique canalis6, phenomenes
Spatiaux 12, June J-967.
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NEWS

UNITED KINGDOM fRD INTERNAT]ONAL UI'O
coNcREss
Lg83

-

In keeping with its published aims to

promote and encourage scisntific interest
and research into reports of IJnidentified
flIying objects (uros), BUFORA LTD is
pleased to announce that it will hold its
Jrd International UFO CONGRESS on the
27th, 28th and 29th AUGUST 198r.

02, lgooh
Averley Abduction - a new look
Speaker: Andy Collins
Sa.turday October

MANCHESTER SEMINAR

Saturday October

Op,

rrfnvestigator & Witnessrl

This prestigeous 3-Day event, which will
Venue: University of Manchester
be held in a custom-built, air-conditioned
The seminar includes lectures and practical
luxury venue situated near High-Wycombe,
exercises. Advance bookings to:
Buckinghamshire, is fully expected to be
the premier European ufological event of
Peter Warrington
the year with the emphasis being placed
) North Avenue
firmly upon quality of content and with
Burage
contributions from leading international_
Manchester MI9 2WR
researchers.

Applications to present papers at the
Congress are invited froitr serious researchers and group representatives.

(please enclose g,Z (€,L.50 BUIORA and
members) fee when booking).

ASSAP

Papers should be in the order of either
z}t 30 or 50 minutes in length and time
will be allowed at the end of each paper
for questions from the floor. Exceptiona1Iy, papers may be of a longer duration.
In all cases a synopsis of the paper to
be presented should be sent, in the first
instance, to the selection panel at the
following address for acceptance.
Speakers should indicate the approximate
duration of their papers when submitting
their synopsis, and early submission is
recommended.

hrrther press releases will folIow
information becomes available.

a6

Congress Secretariat:

I

Vardens Road, London SW1I 1RQ
Great Britain.

KENSINGTON TECTURES 1982

Saturday September 04, lgOoh
Iherers more to UFO than meets the eye
Speaker: Peter Wamington

5L

pp5?--55

NTASIES
STEUART CAMPBEI,L'T

TALES OF UFO ENCOUNTERS RCLD UNDER IJYPNOSIS PROLIFERATE, AND TT IS IMPORTANT
TO KNOW hTIAT RELIANC,U CAN BE PUT IN IHE HYPNOTICE TECHNIQUE. I/ORK IN TIIE USA
SHOWS THAT BOTH FANIASY AND FABRICATION STRO}IGLY INFLUENCE THE STORY IOLD BY
HYPNOTIZED SUBJECTIj, AI{D THAT NOT EVEN EXPERTS CAN TELL FACT FROM ntCTrON.
GREAT CARE IS NEEDED IN ORDER NOT TO INFLUENCE THE S{IBJECT AND TO CAUSE HIM
1'O TELL A STORY THAT THE HYPNOTIST IdANTS TO HEAR. SOI"IE PROCIDURAL RULE,S ARE
NOTED, AND THE OPINION OF AN EXPNRT THAT HYPNOTIC RECALL SHOUI,D NOT BE USD
IN SO-CALLED UFO ABDUCT]ON CAIJES.

At the

I 982 BUIORA Conference in
Edinburgh., Harry Harris introduced a womarr
'"'rho clairned to have encountered aliens
(associaterl urith a spacecraft). IIer
account deri-ved partly frorn alle55ed
memories rrecal-Iedf under subsequent
hypnosis, and Harris believed that
these tmemoriesr were genuine. During
di-scussion, it emerged that he had not
heard of the Lawson experirnent in
America, and Jenny Randl-ee; doubted the
relevance of the expe::i-ment to UFO cases.

This matter is of considerabl.e importance
to ufology. It is importnat to knol
whether or not we can trust hypnosis.
Already I have claimed that the account
of the Janos People is derived, not from
real events, but from a fantasy which
evolved under hypnosis. (f)

In May 1977 , the UFO movementrs growing
reliance on hypnosis to support tales of
UFO abductions was shaken by a paper
published by Alvin H Lav,rson, a Professor
of English at California State
University, Long Beach. Q) lte
reported on an experiment in which
imaginary Utr'O abductions raere induced
hypnotically in a group of subjects
who were then questioned about their
experience. The hypnosis was
administered by Wi"lliam C McCall, an
with cl-inical experience in its use.
Writer John DeHerrera was also
associated vrith the experiment.
Lawson reported

that not

,2

hypnotic regression of Close Encounter
cases and for abducti.on cases now deemed
of the highest credibility, are unclear

at this

ti.mer.

The controversy that then erupted was
reviewed by Philip J Ktass. 3) James
A Harder of the University of California
at Berkeley (engineer) ctaimed that
Lawsnnrs paper might lead naive readers
to think that there is a strong case that
alt UtrO abduction reports are irnaginary,
and criticized Lavrson for failing to

point out that while rrealr abductees
were convinced that their experiences were
real , timaginaryr abductees rvere not so
convinced.

offered a revised paper on the same
experiment at the August 1!/B meeting of
the American Psychological Assoclation.
He stuck by his original report that there
were rno substantive (sic) d.ifferencesr in
the accounts given by EeaIr and timaginaryr
abductees. But he added that despite the
Lawson

similarities, there are crucial
differences - such as alleged physical
effects and multiple witnesses - which
argue that Utr0 abductions are separate and
distj-nct from imaginary and hall-ucinatory
experiencesr. However, Lav;son also warned
that, 'one should be cautious about the
results from hypnotic regression in UtrO
case investigations ... A witness can lie,
or believe his own li-es, and thus invalidate
many

IilD

onJ-y were the

subjects able to improvi:,,e ansrr/ers about

what had- happened to them abqard the
imaginary flying saucer, but their
stories rshowed no substantive

(substantial?) differencesf from tales in
the lltr"O l-iterature by pensons who claimed
to have actually experienced an abduction.
This pronpted Lawson to observe, rThe
implications of the study for future

any investigation. A more common result may
be that hypnotiz-ed witnesses subtly confuse

HypNoTrc FANTASTE"S/stoumr cAMIBELL

their

own fantasies with reality without either the witness or the
hypnotist being aware of what is

happeningt.

Martin T Orner past President of the
International Society of Hypnosis and
Director of the Institute of Pennsylvania
Hospitalrs unit for experimental
psychiatry, is an internationally
recognized authority on hypnosis. He has
completely demolished the basic premises
upon which some ufologists (e.g. Harder
and Sprinkle) have operated in using

in an effort to substantiate
tafes of UtrO abductions. (4) While he
did not discuss the misuse of hypnosis
in UtrO cases, it is obvious that his

hypnosis

warnings and recommended safeguards

apply to ufology as well as to forensic
science.

cited experiments showing that I it
is possible for an individual to feign

Orne

hypnosis and deceive even highly
experienced hypnotists ... Further, it
is possible for even deeply hypnotized
subjects to wilIfuIIy lie!t He warned
that psychologists and psychiatrists are
not particularly adept at recognizing
deception, and that the average hotel
manager is considerably more adept.
Relatively few of those who are
experienced in the use of hypnosis have
been trained to become adept at
recognizing manipulation and deception.
fConsequently, they have little
experience or concern about being
deceived or usedr.

a psychologist or psychiatrist with
extensive training in the field of
hypnosis - can for any particular piece
of information determine whether it is
an actual memory versus a confabul_ation
unl-ess there is i.ndependent verificationr.
He cited experirnents by others that show
that I free narrative recall will produce
the highest percentage of accurate
information but the lowest arnount of detail.
Conversely, the more an eyewitness is
questioned about details, the more detail_s
will be obtained - but with a marked
decrease in accuracyr, (Examination of
transciipts of hypnosis sessions r,vith
rabducteesr reveals that freat pressure
was applied for details rather than
aIlo',,ring the subJect to use free narrative).
Orners paper suggests that the use of
hypnosis by pro-Utr0 investigators can
generate what he calls tpseudo-memoriesr,
whi-ch may enable a subject to tell a
convincing story later when not under
hypnosi-s. Such tpseudo-memories can and
often do become incorporated into the
individualrs memory store as though they
had actually happened ... If a witness is
hypnotized and has factual information
casually gleaned from nevrspapers or

inadvertent comments made during prior
interrogation or in discussion with others ...

of these bits of knowledge will become
incorporated and form the basis of any
pseudo-memories that developr.
rFurthermore, if the hypnotist has beliefs
about what actually occurred, it is
exceedingly difficult for him to prevent
himsel-f from i.nad.vertently guiding the
Orne cautioned that rHypnotic suggestions subjectrs recall so that he (the subject)
to relive a past event, particularly when will eventually rrememberr what he, the
accompanied by questions about specific
hypnotist, believes actually happenedr.
details, puts pressure on the subject to
provide inforrnation for which few, if
Orne noted that rthe more frequently the
any, actual memories are availabl_e.
subject (describes) the event, the more
Ihis situation may jog the subject's
firmly established the pseudo-memory will
memory and produce some increased recall, tend to become. In the experimental
but it will also cause him to fill in
demonstration, we are dealing with an
details that are plausible but consist
essential-Iy trivial memory about which
of memories or fantasies from other
the subject has no inherent motivations.
times!! He added, 'It is extremely
Nevertheless the memory is created by a
difficult to know which aspects of
leading question, which, however, on
hypnotically aided recall are
casual obserrrationr seems innocuousr.
historically accurate and which
Orne warns, tHypnosis has not resulted in
aspects have been confabulated ... There accurate memories but rather has served
is no way ... by which anyone - even
to produce consistent rnernoriesr.
many

53
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Orne suggested
safeguards:

four important procedural

1) Hypnosis 'shoulcl be carried out by
psychiatrist or psychologist with
special training in its user .

use

a

of hypnosis in

UFO

abduction cases.

Hilgard wrote, rThe use of hypnotic
recall as evidence in UFO abduction cases is

a) tne hypnotist 'should not be informed
about the facts of the case verbally;
rather he should receive a written
memorandum outling whltever facts he
i-s to know, carefully avoiding any
other communication which might affect
his opinion ... It is extrernely
undesirable to have the individual
conducting the hypnotic sessions to
have any involement in the invest-

igation of the case | .
3) rAll contact of the psychiatric or
psychologist with the individual to

president of the fnternational Society
of Hypnosis and a member of the National
Academy of Science), to comment on the

be

hypnotiz,ed should be videotaped from
the moment they meet until the entire
interaction is completed. The casual
comments v;hich are passed before or

of hypnosis. It is an abuse,
of the role that fantasy
plays for al} hypnotically responsi-ve
an abuse

first,

because

subjects and, second, because abundant
evi.dence exists that fabrication can take
place under hypnosis. For exanple, under
hypnosis I implanted in a subject a false
memory of an experience connected with a
bank robbery that never occurred, and. the
person found the experience so vivid that
he r,.ras able to select from a series of
photographs a picture of the man he
tltought had robbed the bankl At another
time, I deliberately assigned two
concurrent - though spatially very
different - life experiences to the same

at separate times
to that date. He gave very accurate
accffiboth
experiences, so that a
after hypnosis are every bj-t as import- believer in rej.ncarnation, reviewing the
ant to get on tape as the hypnotic
two accounts, would have suspected that
(tt is possible to
ses.sion itself.
the man really had li-ved the two assigned
give suggestions prior to the
Iives. fhese particular examples have not
induction of hypnosis that will act
been published, but many similar accounts
as post-hypnotic suggestions I ). Orne have been. For example, it has been shown
also recornmended that tape recordings experimentally that, while acting the part
of prior interrogations be made
of a spy, a subject can hold a rcoverl
rbecause the interactions which have
when posing as a citizen of another
preceded the hypnotic session may well nation and in an occupation not his own.
have a profound effect on the sessions Under hypnosis, the person does not give
themselvesr. He cautioned that a
himself away. $) fhe role of fantasy in
person and regressed him

subject may unwittingly have been given hypnosis has been amply documented by
clues to certain information rwhich
Josephine R Hilgard. (5)(7)
might then be reported for apparently
RXFERENCES
the first time by the witness during
hypnosisr .

4)

(f)

'Nobody other than the psychiatrist or
psychologist and the individual to be
hypnotiz,ed should be present in the
room before and during the hypnotic
session. This is important because
it is all too easy for observers to
inadvertently communicate to the
subject what they expect, what they
are startled by, or what they are
disappointed byr.

The Edito. of T@
asked a notedffi

Insieht,

of the Fourth Kindr in UtrO
2/2, April 198L, pp IFZO.

VoL

rWhat can we 1earn from
hypnosis

Q)

of
imaginary tabducteegr ?t (publication
not known). See also rHypnosis of
imaginary UtrO abducteesr in UpIA-R-UI0
Phenomena International 4rrr4&ig,

3)

rHypnosis and

UtrO Abductions' in Ttre
Skeplicfl fnquirel, VoI V/3, Spriffrg8r,

pp 16-24.
n

Hilgard (Professor Emeritus of Psychology
at Stanford University, a former
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rA Fantasy

(4) rthe Use ancl Misuse of Hypnosis in Courtr
in International Journal of Clinical ani
-Ejxperimental Hypnosis, October 1979.

HYPNOtIC FANTASIES/STEUART CAMptsELL

(5) Orne, M T (1971) rThe potential. Uses
of Hypnosis in fnterrogationt in
A D Biderrnan and H Zj-rnmer (eds. ).
The Manipul-ation of Hurnan Behaviour,
New

(5)

Ycrk, Wiley.

Hilgard, J R (L979) Personality anC
Hypnosis: A Study of Imaginative
lnvolvement, 2nC eC., Chicago,
University of Chicago P::ess

Q) fHypnosis gives rise to fantasy
and is not a truth serumr in
The Skeptical- Inouirer. VoI V/3.
Spring 1961, p 25.
TELEVISION

The BBC-2 Science series 'IHORIZON|| olan
to start their 1982 season in the early
Autumn wi-th a major documentary on UtrOs.
Most of the film has been obtained in the
USA,, although some sequences on a photographic hcax case from lriarminster are

included.

fn the rnaterial presently being edited
for transmission are interviews with
Allan Hendry and Dr J All.en Hynek

regarding an American investi-gation.
Sceptics Phillip Kl-ass and Robert Schaeffer
given their reasons for rejecting UFOs
as a novel phenomenon. Dr Alvin Lawson
discusses his theory that UFO abduction
memories under hypnosis are stimulated by
the Birth trauma. And some original film
i.s promised depi-cting the Piezo-el.ectric
effect j.n action under laboratory
ccnditrons. Dr Michael Persingerbelieves
this to be responsible for many Utr'O
experiences.

Extensive ana).ysis has been conducted on
on the famous New Zeal-and movie film case
and Dr Bruce Maccabbee talks about this
new vlork.

The final conclusion of the researchers,
and proCucers, which may or may not be
reflected in the programme, is that Utr'Os
are regarded almost as a religious belief
by many individuals!
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SALZBURG SEI',IINAR

INTRODUCTION

Last three years have shown a consistent increase in the number of papers
and books dealing with psychotogical and sociological components of Utrp
reports. A major emphasis on eyewitness testimony and mechanisms of
perception has grown up as wel1.
Nevertheless such topics as experimental psychology, sociology, epistemology,
to say the most important on1y, are still far from having been fully considlred.
Thus holding a seminar specifically focusing on the implications of human
sciences for a better understanding of so-called UtrO phenomena seems a timely
and needed decision toward a global re-formulation of our current concepts
on this subject.
A maximum of forty (40) participants, including speakers, will be admitted
to the Colloqulumlbased upon their professional qualifications and interests.
Researchers and students interested to attend should submit to this purpose
a short Curriculum Vitae in English or French within May Jl to the Scientific

Secretariat.
PRBI,IMINARY

LIST OF SCIENTIruC IOPICS

l. Experimental Psychology and Utr0/IfD phenomena
2. UFO/Irc phenomena and Perception: Theory and Experiments
t. Problens of Method: the Epistemological context
4. case Histories: th€ psychiatric and sociocultural invorvement
PROCEMINGS

The proceedings
advance (please

of the Colloquium will be published by UPIAR and be booked in
firl in the rerated side oi ttre tear-orr portion).

ABSTRACTS

Researchers interested to present an original paper or a short communication
inherent one or more aspects of the Cotloquium should send a full Abstract
in English or French no later than May 3L ].9BZ to the Scientific Secretariat.
A special form for submitting Abstracts is herewith enclosed for Authors
usage. trtrll nanuscripts in English or French should be submitted afterward.s,
but anyhow no later than May JI 1982 to the same ad.dress.
EbIQUIRINS

Atl enquiries about the

Coltoquium should be addressed

to the Scientific Secretariat.

]PCATION

The

site of the Colloquiun will be in the Zistelalm Hotel at Salzburg, A,ustria.

OTETCIAL I,ANGUAGE

Official languages will be English
will be provided.

and

French.

No simuttaneous

translation
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SALZBURG SnIINAR

REGISTRATION

An official registration and booking form together
with the preliminary
program will be rnailed to those who return
the
tear-off portion of this
announcenent within May 3t l-9g1.

Registration fee: us $3o.oo or equivarent locar cu*ency.
covers pre-booking at Zistelal-m Hotel and a contribut:.on This amount, which
to the pubrication
of the proceedings, must be remitted by cheque or international
money ord.er
no later than May 3I to
Dr.Alexancler G.KIUL
Meidlinger Hauptsrasse gZ/t9
4-1120 Wien
( Austria )
TR.AVE], AND ACCOMMODATION

Both travel- and accommodation expenses are to be
charrged to each attendant
(speakers included). rnformation on
different
kinds
of accommodation can
be requested to the Local Organiz.,ing Committee.
HOTEL RATES

Ilotel rates about US ,$lO.OO for single

rooms,

full pension, per d.ay.

NEW RESEARCH BODY

The ORGANISATION for SGIENIIEIC $VAJ,UAfION of AERIAL eHENOMENA (formed by the
merger of F.U.F.O.R. and the M.A.P.P.I.T. Resources Centre), issues two new

publications at six-monthly intervals.

The OSEAP Journal is published in April and October by the Organisation for
Evaluation of Aerial Phenomena. Editorial enquiries Lhouta bJ addressed to Scientific
the Editorial Board, r/o Henry street, crewe, cheshirer ctr1ll 4BQ. fire cost of
joint subscription to osEAP Journal and OSE.A,P Resources Centre up date i.s g!.oo
per annum in the U.K. (s5.oo for overseas subscribers by Internaiional
Money
and comprises two issues of each publicatior,
post
free
per
year.
lrder)
Remittances should be by crossed cheque -r postal order
""rrir"d" pryrble to rrOSEApl
and sent to IfO, Henry Street, Crewe, Cheshire, CWl 4BQ.

5B

JOURNAL

TAP VoL 2 pp59-6o

CORRESPONDENCE
rNaturalJ Theory

rIn appreciationl

- rebuttal

Mr Carnpbell, an obviously first-class
investigator, is understandably on less
firm ground when advocating theoretical
explanations that, as he must be aware,
fail to explain. One naturally admires
his addiction to high standards - the
exception rather than the rule in this

intractibel subject.

Campbell complains about

the alleged

unreliability of the data which are,
after all, all one has b go on. If
these, however, should. prove to be
essentially of a psychological rather
than of a physical nature, the charge
of malobservation or mis-reporting

could become much less meaningful. Are
UtrOs ordinary (or even extraordinary)
solid physical rrobjectsrr as familiar to
ordinary Sci-ence?

With many thanks.we acknowledge the receipt

of your review(Z/l) of May 1991. !/e
consider that your Journal is making an
important contribution to the scieniif:.c
ufology. Itrs of high quality!

would be glad to receive further (and past,
if it's possible?) issues of your publicaiion'
in exchange for our bulletins on UtrOs from

We

Argentina.

Let

me thank you in advance for your
kindness in sending mer in the futurer your
magni.ficent publication.

If you require any infornation regarding
Argentina UtrO situation, plcase ask and we
shaI1 do our best to answer.
A

Agostinelli

is, moreover, the UtrO phenomenon, Argentina
and it is the latter which ciffi,
seftember lggr
in the opinion of some, the rrgreatest
scientific problem of our timerr: it is,
Th.ere

presumably, the reason why Steuart
Campbell and others (including myself)

rpapagiannisf

are in the business. It includes,

whether we

like it or not,

such

bizarre

Michael Papagiannis claimed

that either the
features as humanoids and abduction
Galaxy is ieJming with intelligent life,
scenarios (which need not, of course,
and even our own solar system has been
be taken at face value), while its
colonized, or there is no other intetligent
wider pararneters embrace S.tr'.'
tife in the Ga1ary! Surely he und.erParapsychology, Folklore elements,
estimated the prollems of interstellar
and (perhaps) Jungian archetypal irages - travel? A 5oo:y""r-"*p"dition to a star
to the firm exclusion of leylines, dragonsllO light years Lway is-hardly undertaken
and Atlantis!
lightiy, or cheapty. Just think of the
psychological and cultural problems of such
FinaIIy, there can be no doubt that UFos a community, cut off from the rest of its
are basically a post-war phenomenon. Its race, and faced with the problem
prevalence being so gargantuan and world- committing younger generalions toofthe goal
wide, one foresterrs tree, however
of the initiar leneiation. fhink of the
magnificent, hardly makes a wood.
changes that haie taken place on Earth in
rsolated instances of rare naturar
the iast lOo years - I48z
in irr"-i.rr.
occurrences? NO! Neither, despite
""urace)
Ages! Mankind (or any other
wiit not
appearancesr from Outer Spaceo
want to travel to the stars until it can be
done within the span of one individualrs
Iifetime. (Strangely papagiannis did not
Manrred
London

April

cassierer

rp82

::::i::"ll:"'::"1:::illr"j ill::.l:,lnrn.,
;f"t:::l l:"1":;ff""if,"0;";il:": lirltll"
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CORRESPONDENCE/' Papagi

anni

s'

the only acceptable way to travel to the
stars, with present technology).
race might colonize the entire Galaxy
(say in IO mil-Iion years), provided its
civili:z,ation Lasts that long. Sagants
estimate is that civilizations last about
l-O thousand years, in which ti-ne they

One

failure to find an alien cul-ture i:: cur
asteroid belt vrill tell us ncthrrg abcut
aliens or their existence. Marxt::l aay
be alone in the Ga1axy, but ''.'e si.a,. lot
knovr whether or not this is true :ir-t:l we
have explored the whole Galary-, o:. u::tiI
we encounter aliens.

woul-d

not have colonized very much of the
Galaxy! There may be no signr of aliens
because their civiliz-ations coll-apsed

Steuart Campbell
Edinburgh
February t982

If the Galaxy is ful-l of aliens, then it
is al,so full- of intelligent signals via
EI"l radiation (e.g. radio). (tt is naive
to believe that intelligent races would

P.S. Since there is no evidence :hat UICs
have any connection vrith ai:ens, I
must ask vrhat Papagiannisr ar--icle was
doing in JTAP, and f deplore ",he
frequent repeats from the Quarteriy
Journal of the Royal Astroro:ical

before they could reach. us.

not use EM si.gnalIing, eventhough such
signals r^roulci be very slow). The absence
cf such si5Snals does not mean that there
are no aliens, but it might mean that
there are not very many of them, or that
they are not in our neighbourhood.

that aliens tvould
naturally inhabit our asteroid belt, and
that if none are found therer then there
are no all.ien civili:,,ations in the whole
Galaxy! This is a ridiculous argument.
b,hy should an alien culture bother to
come to our system if not to explore
the inner planets and coloniz,e them?
It is naive to expect them to sit out in
the asteroids makj-ng no contact at all
vrith us. Viou.l-d we behave in this way
uhen (if) we reach another star system?
Papagiannisr notion that the aliens would
have become so acclimatized to their
space colony that they would prefer to
remain in it, is also naive. V/hat
intelligent beings would decline to
live on the surface of a planet when
they have the choice? If, as he supposed,
the al-iens arrived before the rise of
Papagiannis assumed

mankind., then there was nothing to
prevent them from colonizing Earth
itself. We must conclude that aliens
visiting the sol-ar system would make for
Earth, where they would expect to find
Iife and habital conditions.

In short, Papagiannisr arguments

are

specious, unsound,, speculative,
implausible and naive., and his views
contribute nothing to serious discussion
of the problem of whether o:: not alien
cultures exist at the present time. The

o(J

Society. If

JTAP

exists tc ciscuss

matters not discussed el-sev,'here, hovr
is it that matters discusseC elsei.rhere
are repeated i.n JTAP? Each Journal
should restrict itself to its owr:
specialized subject, and not to do
so blurs the distinction between
Journals.

Aims and scope of the Journal
Research and investigation into unidentified flying object (uFo) phenomena has progressed
from the early days of wild speculation into an area where scientific anal.ysi= ;;;'
evaruation methods can be applied to a number of specified areas.

rt is realised that ufological research is subject to a great deal of speculative
conment, much of which lies on the boundaries of current scientific thought. f"finy existin,,
scientific institutions accept Iimited discussion of UFos and related pheiomena wf,'ere"it--''
has sorne bearing on their discipline, The Journal of Transient Aerial phenomena (Journal
TAP) offers a forum for scientists and researchers to present ideas for further discussion,
results of investigations and analysis of statistics and other pertinent information.
Journal TAP aims to meet a wide range of discussion by incorporating an approach with
breadth of scope,.clear and topical comment conducted with scientific rigbur. It intends
to offer a truly international forum.enabling researchers throughout the world
publish
results in an authoritative publication which should serve to further knowledgetoof the
cosmos and benefit nankind in so doing.
Notes for contributors
The Editorial Board wiLl be pleased to receive contributions from all parts of the world.
Manuscriptsr.preferably in English, should be submitted in the first iirstance, to the
Editor-in-chief, 40 Jones Drove, whittlesey, Peterborough, pE7 IUE, United Kingdom.
Manuscripts should be.typed double-spaced on one side of A4 size paper with wide nargins
and submitted in duplicate. while no maximum length of contributions is prescr ibed,
authors are encouraged to write concisely.
The authorrs name_should be typed on the line below the title.
The affiLiation (if any)
and address should follow on the next line. The body of the manuscript should be
preceded by an abstra'ct of around IOO words giving the main conclusions drawn.
All mathematical synbols rnay be either hand-written or typewritten, but no ambiguities
should arise.
Illustrations should be restricted to the minimum necessary. They should accompany the
script and should be included in manuscript pages. Line drawings should includi ai1
relevant details and should be drawn in black ink on plain white drawing paper. Good
photoprinti
acceptable but blueprints or dyeline prints cannot Ue uiea. Drawings and
"19 allow for a 20 per cent reduction.
diagrans should
Lettering should be clear, open, and
sufficiently large to perrnit the necessary reduction of size for publication. plotographs
should be sent as glossy prints, preferably full or half plate,size. Captions to any
submitted photograph or illustration should be appended and clearly narked.
In the interests of economy and to reduce errors, tables will, where possible, be
reproduced by photo-offset using the authorts typed manuscript. Tables should therefore
be submitted in a form suitable for direct reproduction. Page size used should be A4
and width of table should be either lO.5 cn or 22 cm. Large or long tables should be
typed on continuing sheets but identifying numbers should be pJ-aced on the upper righthand corner of each. sbeet of tabular material.
Reference to.published literature should be quoted in the text in brackets and grouped
together at the end of the paper in numerical order. A separate sheet of paper should
be used. Double spacing rnust be used throughout. JournaL TAP references should be
arranged thus:
(r) Jacques Vallee: 1955. Anatomg of a Phenomenon, vii, Henry Regnery, Chicago.
David Haisell: 1980. Working Party Report, JournaT rAp L/2, pp36-40
V{ith the exception of dates which should be presented in the astrononical convention
viz z 1977 August 06r no rigid rules concerning notation or abbreviation need be observed
by authorsr but each paper should be self-consistent as to synbcjfs and units, which
should all be properly defined. Times however should be presented in astronomical form
using the 24 hour clock and Universal Tirne (UT) where possible. If local tine is used,
this should be specified viz l9h 15 cMT.
The Editorial Board shaIl have the right to seek advice from referees on suitability for
publication and may, on their recommendation, accept, seek revision of or reject
manuscripts. ff considered unsuitable for Journal TAP, the Editor-in-chief reserves
the right to forward manuscripts to the Editor of Bufora Journal for consideration. The
Editor-in-chief's decision wilt be final.
Book reviews and fetters for publication will also be considered.
Where pernission is needed for publication of material included in an article, it is the
responsibility of the author to acquire this prior to submission. AII opinions expressed
in articles will be those of the contributor and unless otherwise stated, will not reflect
the views of Bufora, its Couneil or the Editor-in-chief.
(2',|
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